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A QUICK LESSON ON SHUFFLING

We get a lot of questions about “the correct” way to shuffle. There isn’t just one right 
way, there isn’t even really a “wrong” way, so don’t get caught up in thinking that 
unless you shuffle a certain way the reading is a failure. That’s just not true!

As you know, shuffling a card deck is just mixing up the cards, but, shuffling an 
Oracle Card deck is part of the ritual of opening your dialogue with the Universe. 
It is both cleansing and mixing the energy of the cards in preparation for the 
reading. 

* Decide in advance what you will be asking about and hold that intention  
while you shuffle.

You’re going to want to do an especially good shuffle when the deck is new because 
the cards are all in order and they tend to be a bit sticky. So, get in there and really 
mix them up! 

If your deck has reverse (upside down) messages, you’re also going to want to make 
sure the cards are shuffled so that there is a good mix of reverse and upright cards. 

 Reverse Card Reminder- There are no bad readings in any of my card 
 decks! When reverse cards show up, consider it an extra hug from the
 Universe, and who doesn’t like hugs?

There are several ways you can shuffle, the most important things are to find the 
way or ways you like best and that the deck is completely shuffled.

The Table Spread or Smoosh: (This is especially good for when the deck is brand 
new) Put the cards face down on a table and just smoosh them all around.

The Twist: (Great for decks that have reverse card meanings) Set the deck on the 
table or in one hand and begin twisting the cards until the look sort of like a drill. 
Then smoosh and repeat.

The Poker/Dealer Shuffle: Everyone knows what this one looks like. Split the 
deck, one half in each hand, and riffle the cards together.
Small hands? Too many cards? Split the deck into four piles and shuffle a pile  
at a time.

Shuffling Your Deck
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One Handed Shuffle: Hold the deck in one hand and with the other slide the 
cards out and in mixing them up.

Combo: Combine 2, 3, or all methods!

*Sometimes, while you’re shuffling, a card will seemingly fly out of the deck, we 
call these jumper cards. For now, just put them right back into the deck and keep 
shuffling. These will be covered in another lesson.

Now that you’ve shuffled you can ask your question again or just choose your 
card. Again, there is no wrong way to pick a card, do what feels right for you!

Myth Busting

There are all kinds of myths and superstitions around Oracle Cards, such as:
 They have to be placed on a silk cloth
 They have to be cleared with sage
 They have to be left out in the moonlight
 They have to be placed under a crystal
 Or that no one is allowed to touch your cards 

If you choose to follow one or all of these, that is ok, it’s personal to you, but they 
are not hard and fast “rules”.

So that’s all you need to know about shuffling!! If you don’t have a deck yet, no 
worries, we’ve got you covered. You can use the free online card app provided on 
my website. Already have a deck or three? What are you waiting for? Go practice 
shuffling and find the technique that suits you! 
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